
 



BACKGROUND INFO by HSU EF! club 

 

GREEN DIAMOND 

Green Diamond Resource Company (the GD), formally known as Simpson Timber, owns 

over 450,000 acres in California. This makes them the second largest redwood forest owner 

besides the Fisher family, owners of the GAP and Humboldt and Mendocino Redwood 

Companies. On the surface, they glow on their website about their ‘certified’ and ‘sustainable’ 

forestry practices, and in the recent North Coast Journal article, ‘What Now, Treesitter?’ GD VP 

Neal Ewald alleges the company “tries to do a good job.” Further examination of this so-called 

‘green’ company, a two-minute Google search reveals that Green Diamond is no better than the 

rest. They are merely hiding behind a façade of green-washed practices and industry created 

standards. 

Green Diamond is “certified sustainable” by the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI). This 

sounds really great, if not for the fact that SFI was created by the forest industry’s main lobby, the 

American Forest and Paper Association. SFI lacks credible standards in sustainable timber 

management and protecting wildlife habitats. Their few concrete standards often mirror state 

forestry laws. Here’s a giggle: Maxxam/Pacific Lumber also won SFI certification. Daniel Hall of 

American Lands says “SFI fails to protect the environment, and is not a credible certification 

system. Virtually any timber company could meet SFI’s vague parameters.” 
 

MCKAY TRACT 

The McKay Tract is a 7,200 acre parcel of land in Cutten, CA. Green Diamond’s clear-cut 

du jour is the biggest mature stand of redwoods in the Eureka area. Nearly all the older forest in  

this area has been logged already. Targeted in the plan are two rare groves of mature second 

growth redwoods, as well as residual ancient trees that were spared during the initial logging in the 

1800’s. The McKay Tract is a popular spot for locals to ride horses and bikes, and hike the trails. 

It is doubtful that a huge clear-cut will be a reasonable alternative for area residents. An unusually 

healthy population of young Coho salmon, comparable to any in the Humboldt Bay Watershed, 

is located in the proposed cut and run area. These endangered salmon live their earliest years in 

Ryan Creek. Greedy Diamond’s aspirations for residential development in the McKay Tract are a 

major threat to the fish. Developments are known to seriously harm salmon. Threats include 

erosion caused by rapid storm runoff from roads, and chemical pollution from vehicles. The area 

is also home to another endangered species, the Spotted OwlSpotted OwlSpotted OwlSpotted Owl. EF!ers exploring the area for the 

first time were unexpectedly visited by a Spotted Owl and discovered numerous scattered ancient ancient ancient ancient 

redwoodsredwoodsredwoodsredwoods that were spared during the first round of cutting at the turn of the century.  

“We were compelled to set up a tree-sit out here because it was obvious that there is 
nowhere else for these owls to go if they log this grove. It’s basically a death sentence,” said Z, a 

forest defender with EF! Humboldt.  

 



OWL LOVE 

The defenders chose a massive residual old-growth redwood tree near the nest of the 

Spotted Owl for the tree-sit. The tree was marked with blue paint, directing loggers to cut it. Two 

weeks later, a GD wildlife employee discovered the sitters when he came out to the unit to mark 

the tree as a “wildlife leave tree.” GD's motivations for remarking the tree are unclear. If now 

you’re celebrating the Spotted Owl sighting thinking that this has at least saved the area where it 

lives, know that the wildlife tags do not give the tree permanent protection. The company may cut 

this ancient tree if it poses a ‘work hazard’ or if the tree is in the way of an area they are approved 

to cut. Even if this historic tree is spared, the corporation still plans to clear-cut nearly all the trees 

around the owls’ nest, which destroys their entire habitat. A lone tree is likely to blow down in the 

next major storm. ‘Green’ Diamond has also been approved for an Incidental Take PermitIncidental Take PermitIncidental Take PermitIncidental Take Permit aka 

‘License to Kill’: the company may “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, 
or collect” the owls as part of their logging plan. 

 

Not-so-Green Diamond’s Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP), which sounds really 

ecologically adept, is a greenwashing move required by the feds and doesn’t guarantee habitat 

conservation at all. In reality, the HCP protects the logging companies against lawsuits from 

environmental groups by granting them immunity from the Endangered Species Act in exchange 

for lame mitigations. 

 

SUBURBAN SPRAWL 

As if bad couldn’t get any worse, just north of the proposed spotted owl clear-cut, GD 

wants to punch a road through the forest to ease Cutten’s ‘traffic congestion.’ Actually, they want 

to build houses where the forest is currently locatedbuild houses where the forest is currently locatedbuild houses where the forest is currently locatedbuild houses where the forest is currently located to make a sweet profit. Neal Ewald, the vice 

president of California Redwood Company, a subsidiary of Green Diamond, denied any plans to 

sell to developers in the August 2008 North Coast Journal. However, in a letter dated March 

2008, Daniel Opalach, the California Redwood Company investment manager, wrote the 

following to Kirk Girard, the director of Community Development Services of Eureka: 

“Implementation of the McKay Tract Master Plan will help the county meet its housing objectives 

and provide opportunities for housing for many decades…” We estimate that 442 acres [of the 

McKay Tract] are suitable for residential purposes.”  

 

  



From Gambit’s Journal:From Gambit’s Journal:From Gambit’s Journal:From Gambit’s Journal:

Have dropped many things on the ground this week. These include my black knife received Have dropped many things on the ground this week. These include my black knife received Have dropped many things on the ground this week. These include my black knife received Have dropped many things on the ground this week. These include my black knife received 
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of soup (unopened, recovered), assorted compost and recyclable items, and a red tandem. Drops have of soup (unopened, recovered), assorted compost and recyclable items, and a red tandem. Drops have of soup (unopened, recovered), assorted compost and recyclable items, and a red tandem. Drops have of soup (unopened, recovered), assorted compost and recyclable items, and a red tandem. Drops have 
become less frequent lately as I’ve learned to tie stuff in. become less frequent lately as I’ve learned to tie stuff in. become less frequent lately as I’ve learned to tie stuff in. become less frequent lately as I’ve learned to tie stuff in. 

Yesterday, felt like for the firstYesterday, felt like for the firstYesterday, felt like for the firstYesterday, felt like for the first
choices. I’ve seen (primarily) three people since up here, and they’re all positive influences. Tree choices. I’ve seen (primarily) three people since up here, and they’re all positive influences. Tree choices. I’ve seen (primarily) three people since up here, and they’re all positive influences. Tree choices. I’ve seen (primarily) three people since up here, and they’re all positive influences. Tree 
climbing all the time is great of course, both physically and metaphysically, and I’m beginning to climbing all the time is great of course, both physically and metaphysically, and I’m beginning to climbing all the time is great of course, both physically and metaphysically, and I’m beginning to climbing all the time is great of course, both physically and metaphysically, and I’m beginning to 
fffforget a lot (but am certainly not removed from all) of the darkness that formerly pervaded my orget a lot (but am certainly not removed from all) of the darkness that formerly pervaded my orget a lot (but am certainly not removed from all) of the darkness that formerly pervaded my orget a lot (but am certainly not removed from all) of the darkness that formerly pervaded my 
mood.mood.mood.mood.    

Buck and I are Jedi padawans, apprentices of the Forest. TheBuck and I are Jedi padawans, apprentices of the Forest. TheBuck and I are Jedi padawans, apprentices of the Forest. TheBuck and I are Jedi padawans, apprentices of the Forest. The
penetrates us. We are the guardians of the living Forest. Our cupenetrates us. We are the guardians of the living Forest. Our cupenetrates us. We are the guardians of the living Forest. Our cupenetrates us. We are the guardians of the living Forest. Our cu
with the Forest for awhile and has much to teach us about gear, setting and patience of mind. with the Forest for awhile and has much to teach us about gear, setting and patience of mind. with the Forest for awhile and has much to teach us about gear, setting and patience of mind. with the Forest for awhile and has much to teach us about gear, setting and patience of mind. 
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From Buck’s Journal:From Buck’s Journal:From Buck’s Journal:From Buck’s Journal:

Sitting in the tree village that we call “the Beach” has been a colorful experience. The tree Sitting in the tree village that we call “the Beach” has been a colorful experience. The tree Sitting in the tree village that we call “the Beach” has been a colorful experience. The tree Sitting in the tree village that we call “the Beach” has been a colorful experience. The tree 

the edge of a sprawling suburb called Cutten, which is just southeast of Eureka. Unlike other forests which the edge of a sprawling suburb called Cutten, which is just southeast of Eureka. Unlike other forests which the edge of a sprawling suburb called Cutten, which is just southeast of Eureka. Unlike other forests which the edge of a sprawling suburb called Cutten, which is just southeast of Eureka. Unlike other forests which 

have been protected by tree sitters, this area is quite literally within shouting distance of several culhave been protected by tree sitters, this area is quite literally within shouting distance of several culhave been protected by tree sitters, this area is quite literally within shouting distance of several culhave been protected by tree sitters, this area is quite literally within shouting distance of several cul

We often wave to ouWe often wave to ouWe often wave to ouWe often wave to our suburban neighbors every morning when they leave for work. There is an interesting r suburban neighbors every morning when they leave for work. There is an interesting r suburban neighbors every morning when they leave for work. There is an interesting r suburban neighbors every morning when they leave for work. There is an interesting 

convergence of paradigms that seems to manifest on the front line between the forest and suburb.convergence of paradigms that seems to manifest on the front line between the forest and suburb.convergence of paradigms that seems to manifest on the front line between the forest and suburb.convergence of paradigms that seems to manifest on the front line between the forest and suburb.

suburbanites seem to be friendly toward (if not involved with)suburbanites seem to be friendly toward (if not involved with)suburbanites seem to be friendly toward (if not involved with)suburbanites seem to be friendly toward (if not involved with)

are of course a few ridiculous exceptions. There are also still some who simply seem oblivious to our presence.are of course a few ridiculous exceptions. There are also still some who simply seem oblivious to our presence.are of course a few ridiculous exceptions. There are also still some who simply seem oblivious to our presence.are of course a few ridiculous exceptions. There are also still some who simply seem oblivious to our presence.

In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging 

right next to the road came down in a storm. The banner had, upon its first unveiling, attracted significant right next to the road came down in a storm. The banner had, upon its first unveiling, attracted significant right next to the road came down in a storm. The banner had, upon its first unveiling, attracted significant right next to the road came down in a storm. The banner had, upon its first unveiling, attracted significant 

community and media attention. Green Diamond even sent up a tree climber who attempted to cut the banner community and media attention. Green Diamond even sent up a tree climber who attempted to cut the banner community and media attention. Green Diamond even sent up a tree climber who attempted to cut the banner community and media attention. Green Diamond even sent up a tree climber who attempted to cut the banner 

down, but their efforts were thwarted. Thidown, but their efforts were thwarted. Thidown, but their efforts were thwarted. Thidown, but their efforts were thwarted. Thi

at any time.at any time.at any time.at any time.    

Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was 

sitting in a tree we call Sandcastle around midsitting in a tree we call Sandcastle around midsitting in a tree we call Sandcastle around midsitting in a tree we call Sandcastle around mid

meal of quinoa with meal of quinoa with meal of quinoa with meal of quinoa with sautéedsautéedsautéedsautéed    veggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked toveggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked toveggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked toveggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked to

nearnearnearnearby road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the 

same time.same time.same time.same time... EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send .. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send .. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send .. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send 

up tree climbers and forcibly take us out of the trees. I was TERRIFIED!up tree climbers and forcibly take us out of the trees. I was TERRIFIED!up tree climbers and forcibly take us out of the trees. I was TERRIFIED!up tree climbers and forcibly take us out of the trees. I was TERRIFIED!

We started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked rWe started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked rWe started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked rWe started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked r

under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck 

and started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and saidand started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and saidand started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and saidand started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and said

“It doesn't look like they have hard h“It doesn't look like they have hard h“It doesn't look like they have hard h“It doesn't look like they have hard h

“I think they're putting harnesses on.”“I think they're putting harnesses on.”“I think they're putting harnesses on.”“I think they're putting harnesses on.”

It was at about this point when we heard it:It was at about this point when we heard it:It was at about this point when we heard it:It was at about this point when we heard it:

It was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple thaIt was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple thaIt was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple thaIt was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple tha

completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex 

long before we had started tree long before we had started tree long before we had started tree long before we had started tree sitting sitting sitting sitting 

their spot was no longer fit their spot was no longer fit their spot was no longer fit their spot was no longer fit for gefor gefor gefor getting busy. We were so relieved.tting busy. We were so relieved.tting busy. We were so relieved.tting busy. We were so relieved.
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In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging 
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down, but their efforts were thwarted. Thidown, but their efforts were thwarted. Thidown, but their efforts were thwarted. Thidown, but their efforts were thwarted. This event kept us wary, since they could easily send more climbers up s event kept us wary, since they could easily send more climbers up s event kept us wary, since they could easily send more climbers up s event kept us wary, since they could easily send more climbers up 

Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was 

sitting in a tree we call Sandcastle around midsitting in a tree we call Sandcastle around midsitting in a tree we call Sandcastle around midsitting in a tree we call Sandcastle around mid----afternoon with a few other sittafternoon with a few other sittafternoon with a few other sittafternoon with a few other sitters and we had just finished a ers and we had just finished a ers and we had just finished a ers and we had just finished a 

veggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked toveggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked toveggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked toveggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked to

by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the 

.. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send .. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send .. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send .. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send 

up tree climbers and forcibly take us out of the trees. I was TERRIFIED!up tree climbers and forcibly take us out of the trees. I was TERRIFIED!up tree climbers and forcibly take us out of the trees. I was TERRIFIED!up tree climbers and forcibly take us out of the trees. I was TERRIFIED!    

We started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked rWe started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked rWe started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked rWe started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked r

under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck 

and started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and saidand started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and saidand started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and saidand started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and said

“It doesn't look like they have hard h“It doesn't look like they have hard h“It doesn't look like they have hard h“It doesn't look like they have hard hats on... they must be contractors.”ats on... they must be contractors.”ats on... they must be contractors.”ats on... they must be contractors.”    

“I think they're putting harnesses on.”“I think they're putting harnesses on.”“I think they're putting harnesses on.”“I think they're putting harnesses on.”    

It was at about this point when we heard it:It was at about this point when we heard it:It was at about this point when we heard it:It was at about this point when we heard it:    “ohhh ohhh...... OHHHH YEAH! YEAH! YEAH!”“ohhh ohhh...... OHHHH YEAH! YEAH! YEAH!”“ohhh ohhh...... OHHHH YEAH! YEAH! YEAH!”“ohhh ohhh...... OHHHH YEAH! YEAH! YEAH!”

It was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple thaIt was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple thaIt was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple thaIt was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple tha

completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex 

sitting sitting sitting sitting there. They had no reason to look up and so no reason to believe that there. They had no reason to look up and so no reason to believe that there. They had no reason to look up and so no reason to believe that there. They had no reason to look up and so no reason to believe that 

tting busy. We were so relieved.tting busy. We were so relieved.tting busy. We were so relieved.tting busy. We were so relieved.    

    

Sitting in the tree village that we call “the Beach” has been a colorful experience. The tree Sitting in the tree village that we call “the Beach” has been a colorful experience. The tree Sitting in the tree village that we call “the Beach” has been a colorful experience. The tree Sitting in the tree village that we call “the Beach” has been a colorful experience. The tree village is on village is on village is on village is on 

the edge of a sprawling suburb called Cutten, which is just southeast of Eureka. Unlike other forests which the edge of a sprawling suburb called Cutten, which is just southeast of Eureka. Unlike other forests which the edge of a sprawling suburb called Cutten, which is just southeast of Eureka. Unlike other forests which the edge of a sprawling suburb called Cutten, which is just southeast of Eureka. Unlike other forests which 

have been protected by tree sitters, this area is quite literally within shouting distance of several culhave been protected by tree sitters, this area is quite literally within shouting distance of several culhave been protected by tree sitters, this area is quite literally within shouting distance of several culhave been protected by tree sitters, this area is quite literally within shouting distance of several cul----dededede----sacs. sacs. sacs. sacs. 

r suburban neighbors every morning when they leave for work. There is an interesting r suburban neighbors every morning when they leave for work. There is an interesting r suburban neighbors every morning when they leave for work. There is an interesting r suburban neighbors every morning when they leave for work. There is an interesting 

convergence of paradigms that seems to manifest on the front line between the forest and suburb.convergence of paradigms that seems to manifest on the front line between the forest and suburb.convergence of paradigms that seems to manifest on the front line between the forest and suburb.convergence of paradigms that seems to manifest on the front line between the forest and suburb.    Most of the Most of the Most of the Most of the 

activists working to defend the forest. There activists working to defend the forest. There activists working to defend the forest. There activists working to defend the forest. There 

are of course a few ridiculous exceptions. There are also still some who simply seem oblivious to our presence.are of course a few ridiculous exceptions. There are also still some who simply seem oblivious to our presence.are of course a few ridiculous exceptions. There are also still some who simply seem oblivious to our presence.are of course a few ridiculous exceptions. There are also still some who simply seem oblivious to our presence.    

In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging In midwinter, when I had only been in the village for a few days, the banner that we had hanging 

right next to the road came down in a storm. The banner had, upon its first unveiling, attracted significant right next to the road came down in a storm. The banner had, upon its first unveiling, attracted significant right next to the road came down in a storm. The banner had, upon its first unveiling, attracted significant right next to the road came down in a storm. The banner had, upon its first unveiling, attracted significant 

community and media attention. Green Diamond even sent up a tree climber who attempted to cut the banner community and media attention. Green Diamond even sent up a tree climber who attempted to cut the banner community and media attention. Green Diamond even sent up a tree climber who attempted to cut the banner community and media attention. Green Diamond even sent up a tree climber who attempted to cut the banner 

s event kept us wary, since they could easily send more climbers up s event kept us wary, since they could easily send more climbers up s event kept us wary, since they could easily send more climbers up s event kept us wary, since they could easily send more climbers up 

Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was Alas, the banner was made of bed sheets and the paint was running so it had to come down. I was 

ers and we had just finished a ers and we had just finished a ers and we had just finished a ers and we had just finished a 

veggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked toveggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked toveggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked toveggies when we heard a noise that caught our attention. We all looked to    the the the the 

by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the by road and saw a blue truck hauling ass through the adjoining field. We all had the same thought at the 

.. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send .. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send .. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send .. EXTRACTION! This was it. Eric Schatz was here for us! Green Diamond had decided to send 

We started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked rWe started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked rWe started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked rWe started divvying up gear and preparing our defensive plans. The truck by now was parked right ight ight ight 

under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck under the location where the banner had been hanging before the storm. Two people hurried out of the truck 

and started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and saidand started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and saidand started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and saidand started rummaging around in the bed of the truck. A friend of mine looked through binoculars and said    

    

“ohhh ohhh...... OHHHH YEAH! YEAH! YEAH!”“ohhh ohhh...... OHHHH YEAH! YEAH! YEAH!”“ohhh ohhh...... OHHHH YEAH! YEAH! YEAH!”“ohhh ohhh...... OHHHH YEAH! YEAH! YEAH!”    

It was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple thaIt was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple thaIt was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple thaIt was not Eric Schatz. It was not Green Diamond loggers. It was a horny suburban couple that was t was t was t was 

completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex completely oblivious to our presence and had probably chosen this spot for their loud kinky flat bed truck sex 

there. They had no reason to look up and so no reason to believe that there. They had no reason to look up and so no reason to believe that there. They had no reason to look up and so no reason to believe that there. They had no reason to look up and so no reason to believe that 

 



 



From Gambit’s Journal:From Gambit’s Journal:From Gambit’s Journal:From Gambit’s Journal:

 Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and 
nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. 
GottaGottaGottaGotta    drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?

    Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes 
out. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collectiout. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collectiout. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collectiout. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collecti
underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. 
Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the 
tarp. Reach out, and draw back tarp, revealing intermittent suntarp. Reach out, and draw back tarp, revealing intermittent suntarp. Reach out, and draw back tarp, revealing intermittent suntarp. Reach out, and draw back tarp, revealing intermittent sun
rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to 
radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side 
in a safety check and nods in affirin a safety check and nods in affirin a safety check and nods in affirin a safety check and nods in affir
defining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarpeddefining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarpeddefining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarpeddefining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarped
thick parts of branches…thick parts of branches…thick parts of branches…thick parts of branches…    

From Gambit’s Journal:From Gambit’s Journal:From Gambit’s Journal:From Gambit’s Journal:    

Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and 
nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. 

drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?

Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes 
out. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collectiout. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collectiout. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collectiout. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collecti
underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. 
Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the 
tarp. Reach out, and draw back tarp, revealing intermittent suntarp. Reach out, and draw back tarp, revealing intermittent suntarp. Reach out, and draw back tarp, revealing intermittent suntarp. Reach out, and draw back tarp, revealing intermittent sun    poking through stalled poking through stalled poking through stalled poking through stalled 
rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to 
radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side 
in a safety check and nods in affirin a safety check and nods in affirin a safety check and nods in affirin a safety check and nods in affirmation: I am still clipped in! to two thick, sturdy, crownmation: I am still clipped in! to two thick, sturdy, crownmation: I am still clipped in! to two thick, sturdy, crownmation: I am still clipped in! to two thick, sturdy, crown
defining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarpeddefining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarpeddefining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarpeddefining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarped

    

Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and Drifting through head were komodo dragons and motorboats, beautiful women and 
nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. nonviolent weapons and the flushest flavors money can buy. Pizzas. “Hamburgers.” Whatever. 

drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?drive the boat to get there. Why not get out and swim part of the way?    

Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes Awake when eyes drift from the folds of sleeping bag into weak daylight. Head pokes 
out. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collectiout. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collectiout. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collectiout. Cold dew in tousled hair, but no sound of rain. Breath is a cloud of mist in the air, collecting ng ng ng 
underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. underneath the tarp, osmoting out with (or against, or simultaneous to) the rain osmoting in. 
Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the Outside of sleeping bag damp but more than protective against whatever moisture sneaks past the 

poking through stalled poking through stalled poking through stalled poking through stalled 
rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to rainclouds. Sunbeams feel great on face, and provide spark to rise and recognize, to reflect and to 
radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side radiate. Hands unzip sleeping bag, and arms reach out toward sun. Head swivels from side to side 

mation: I am still clipped in! to two thick, sturdy, crownmation: I am still clipped in! to two thick, sturdy, crownmation: I am still clipped in! to two thick, sturdy, crownmation: I am still clipped in! to two thick, sturdy, crown----
defining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarpeddefining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarpeddefining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarpeddefining branches. Needles gracefully drink the rainwater and channel it back to the tarped----off off off off 

 



Stealth  
en route to resupply 

by Anonymous.          Written Spring 2006 – Revised 2009 

IIIINTRONTRONTRONTRO: : : : There are times when avoiding detection is crucial to the success of your efforts. Stealth can prevent There are times when avoiding detection is crucial to the success of your efforts. Stealth can prevent There are times when avoiding detection is crucial to the success of your efforts. Stealth can prevent There are times when avoiding detection is crucial to the success of your efforts. Stealth can prevent 
the loss of food and gear and help avoid ambushes. Being spotted could mean having to lay low for hours the loss of food and gear and help avoid ambushes. Being spotted could mean having to lay low for hours the loss of food and gear and help avoid ambushes. Being spotted could mean having to lay low for hours the loss of food and gear and help avoid ambushes. Being spotted could mean having to lay low for hours 
or being captured along with all of the supplies or being captured along with all of the supplies or being captured along with all of the supplies or being captured along with all of the supplies in your pack. in your pack. in your pack. in your pack.     

Packing Your BagPacking Your BagPacking Your BagPacking Your Bag    

Things that you may need during the hike like water, snacks, maps, binoculars, camera and rain gear should Things that you may need during the hike like water, snacks, maps, binoculars, camera and rain gear should Things that you may need during the hike like water, snacks, maps, binoculars, camera and rain gear should Things that you may need during the hike like water, snacks, maps, binoculars, camera and rain gear should 
be easy to get to without unpacking your bag. When you’re on a road or trail, it’s a big risk to have to empty be easy to get to without unpacking your bag. When you’re on a road or trail, it’s a big risk to have to empty be easy to get to without unpacking your bag. When you’re on a road or trail, it’s a big risk to have to empty be easy to get to without unpacking your bag. When you’re on a road or trail, it’s a big risk to have to empty 
out yoout yoout yoout your bag to get to the one thing you need at the bottom. To avoid the capture of you or your supplies it ur bag to get to the one thing you need at the bottom. To avoid the capture of you or your supplies it ur bag to get to the one thing you need at the bottom. To avoid the capture of you or your supplies it ur bag to get to the one thing you need at the bottom. To avoid the capture of you or your supplies it 
is necessary to be ready to run on short notice. Make sure your pack isn’t too heavy to jog with. Things that is necessary to be ready to run on short notice. Make sure your pack isn’t too heavy to jog with. Things that is necessary to be ready to run on short notice. Make sure your pack isn’t too heavy to jog with. Things that is necessary to be ready to run on short notice. Make sure your pack isn’t too heavy to jog with. Things that 
indicate what you’re up to like climbing geindicate what you’re up to like climbing geindicate what you’re up to like climbing geindicate what you’re up to like climbing gear, lockboxes, etc. should be concealed in your pack or covered ar, lockboxes, etc. should be concealed in your pack or covered ar, lockboxes, etc. should be concealed in your pack or covered ar, lockboxes, etc. should be concealed in your pack or covered 
up in some other way.up in some other way.up in some other way.up in some other way.        

The possibility that you may have to drop a heavy pack to escape should be considered. You may want to The possibility that you may have to drop a heavy pack to escape should be considered. You may want to The possibility that you may have to drop a heavy pack to escape should be considered. You may want to The possibility that you may have to drop a heavy pack to escape should be considered. You may want to 
have your most important things like water bottle, lighter and flahave your most important things like water bottle, lighter and flahave your most important things like water bottle, lighter and flahave your most important things like water bottle, lighter and flashlight in your pocket or in a small pouch shlight in your pocket or in a small pouch shlight in your pocket or in a small pouch shlight in your pocket or in a small pouch 
separate from your heavy backpack.separate from your heavy backpack.separate from your heavy backpack.separate from your heavy backpack.        

ColorsColorsColorsColors: : : : A big part of being stealthy is the color or patterns on clothing, packs, gear and shelters. The best A big part of being stealthy is the color or patterns on clothing, packs, gear and shelters. The best A big part of being stealthy is the color or patterns on clothing, packs, gear and shelters. The best A big part of being stealthy is the color or patterns on clothing, packs, gear and shelters. The best 
camouflage patterns is of leaves and branches, the next best are camouflage patterns is of leaves and branches, the next best are camouflage patterns is of leaves and branches, the next best are camouflage patterns is of leaves and branches, the next best are shades of brown and green orshades of brown and green orshades of brown and green orshades of brown and green or        grey. Solid grey. Solid grey. Solid grey. Solid 
black can be seen fairly easily in a meadow but is preferable to bright colors. In situations where you will be black can be seen fairly easily in a meadow but is preferable to bright colors. In situations where you will be black can be seen fairly easily in a meadow but is preferable to bright colors. In situations where you will be black can be seen fairly easily in a meadow but is preferable to bright colors. In situations where you will be 
in meadowland, tan and faded green are preferable. It is also good to be dressed in multiple shades anin meadowland, tan and faded green are preferable. It is also good to be dressed in multiple shades anin meadowland, tan and faded green are preferable. It is also good to be dressed in multiple shades anin meadowland, tan and faded green are preferable. It is also good to be dressed in multiple shades and d d d 
colors than in one solid color. colors than in one solid color. colors than in one solid color. colors than in one solid color.     

ClothesClothesClothesClothes: : : : Shawls, cloaks, masks, and loose fitting clothes help to obscure the recognizable features of the Shawls, cloaks, masks, and loose fitting clothes help to obscure the recognizable features of the Shawls, cloaks, masks, and loose fitting clothes help to obscure the recognizable features of the Shawls, cloaks, masks, and loose fitting clothes help to obscure the recognizable features of the 
human form. An outfit called a Gillie Suit consists of a cloak or netting that is covered in strips of camouflage human form. An outfit called a Gillie Suit consists of a cloak or netting that is covered in strips of camouflage human form. An outfit called a Gillie Suit consists of a cloak or netting that is covered in strips of camouflage human form. An outfit called a Gillie Suit consists of a cloak or netting that is covered in strips of camouflage 
cloth. Leafy branches or other foliage can be attached to it to make you blend in completely.cloth. Leafy branches or other foliage can be attached to it to make you blend in completely.cloth. Leafy branches or other foliage can be attached to it to make you blend in completely.cloth. Leafy branches or other foliage can be attached to it to make you blend in completely.    

Hiking in Large GroupsHiking in Large GroupsHiking in Large GroupsHiking in Large Groups    

Sometimes it is impossible or impractical to be stealthy in a large group. The strength you have in numbers Sometimes it is impossible or impractical to be stealthy in a large group. The strength you have in numbers Sometimes it is impossible or impractical to be stealthy in a large group. The strength you have in numbers Sometimes it is impossible or impractical to be stealthy in a large group. The strength you have in numbers 
may be enough to protect the grmay be enough to protect the grmay be enough to protect the grmay be enough to protect the group for the moment. Large groups are sometimes able to walk right past oup for the moment. Large groups are sometimes able to walk right past oup for the moment. Large groups are sometimes able to walk right past oup for the moment. Large groups are sometimes able to walk right past 
security guards or logging personnel and reach their destination. If this happens the loggers will probably security guards or logging personnel and reach their destination. If this happens the loggers will probably security guards or logging personnel and reach their destination. If this happens the loggers will probably security guards or logging personnel and reach their destination. If this happens the loggers will probably 
call security or the Sherrifs. It’s good to stay off of the beaten path call security or the Sherrifs. It’s good to stay off of the beaten path call security or the Sherrifs. It’s good to stay off of the beaten path call security or the Sherrifs. It’s good to stay off of the beaten path     

DropDropDropDrop    Offs + Pick UpsOffs + Pick UpsOffs + Pick UpsOffs + Pick Ups    

It is often important not to be seen during drop offs or pickIt is often important not to be seen during drop offs or pickIt is often important not to be seen during drop offs or pickIt is often important not to be seen during drop offs or pick----ups. To reduce the chance of being seen, its ups. To reduce the chance of being seen, its ups. To reduce the chance of being seen, its ups. To reduce the chance of being seen, its 
necessary for everyone who is hiking to be completely packed and ready to jump in or out of the car once it necessary for everyone who is hiking to be completely packed and ready to jump in or out of the car once it necessary for everyone who is hiking to be completely packed and ready to jump in or out of the car once it necessary for everyone who is hiking to be completely packed and ready to jump in or out of the car once it 
stops so the car can leastops so the car can leastops so the car can leastops so the car can leave as soon as possible.ve as soon as possible.ve as soon as possible.ve as soon as possible.                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            



SoundSoundSoundSound    

Another big part of stealth is sound. To avoid giving away your location and risking the safety of those Another big part of stealth is sound. To avoid giving away your location and risking the safety of those Another big part of stealth is sound. To avoid giving away your location and risking the safety of those Another big part of stealth is sound. To avoid giving away your location and risking the safety of those 
around you, it is important to keep your noise level down. around you, it is important to keep your noise level down. around you, it is important to keep your noise level down. around you, it is important to keep your noise level down.     

• Speaking in quieter tones, walking carefully, muffling a cough are good precautions in the Speaking in quieter tones, walking carefully, muffling a cough are good precautions in the Speaking in quieter tones, walking carefully, muffling a cough are good precautions in the Speaking in quieter tones, walking carefully, muffling a cough are good precautions in the woods. woods. woods. woods.     
• Keeping your radio turned down oKeeping your radio turned down oKeeping your radio turned down oKeeping your radio turned down or or or or off is also a crucial precaution. ff is also a crucial precaution. ff is also a crucial precaution. ff is also a crucial precaution.     
• Removing food and other goods from crinkly packaging before it goes to the woods reduces trash Removing food and other goods from crinkly packaging before it goes to the woods reduces trash Removing food and other goods from crinkly packaging before it goes to the woods reduces trash Removing food and other goods from crinkly packaging before it goes to the woods reduces trash 

and noise level later. Opening a crinkly food wrapper to eat while you’re hiding is and noise level later. Opening a crinkly food wrapper to eat while you’re hiding is and noise level later. Opening a crinkly food wrapper to eat while you’re hiding is and noise level later. Opening a crinkly food wrapper to eat while you’re hiding is nerve wracking nerve wracking nerve wracking nerve wracking 
and could give you away. and could give you away. and could give you away. and could give you away.     

• Clothes or blankets can be used to muffle pots and pans or other clanking objects in your pack. If Clothes or blankets can be used to muffle pots and pans or other clanking objects in your pack. If Clothes or blankets can be used to muffle pots and pans or other clanking objects in your pack. If Clothes or blankets can be used to muffle pots and pans or other clanking objects in your pack. If 
something in your pocket or pack is jingling or clanking, it is worth it to stop somewhere safe and something in your pocket or pack is jingling or clanking, it is worth it to stop somewhere safe and something in your pocket or pack is jingling or clanking, it is worth it to stop somewhere safe and something in your pocket or pack is jingling or clanking, it is worth it to stop somewhere safe and 
rearrange it. rearrange it. rearrange it. rearrange it.     

• AAAA    low noise level also enables you to hear your surroundings. low noise level also enables you to hear your surroundings. low noise level also enables you to hear your surroundings. low noise level also enables you to hear your surroundings.     

    You can use loud noises like a nearby helicopter or big gust of wind to mask your noise. This helps when You can use loud noises like a nearby helicopter or big gust of wind to mask your noise. This helps when You can use loud noises like a nearby helicopter or big gust of wind to mask your noise. This helps when You can use loud noises like a nearby helicopter or big gust of wind to mask your noise. This helps when 
you are moving around near personnel. you are moving around near personnel. you are moving around near personnel. you are moving around near personnel.         

Safety Note:Safety Note:Safety Note:Safety Note:    Never approach a dangerous area like a trees fall zone or an area where yarding is occurring Never approach a dangerous area like a trees fall zone or an area where yarding is occurring Never approach a dangerous area like a trees fall zone or an area where yarding is occurring Never approach a dangerous area like a trees fall zone or an area where yarding is occurring 
without alerting all the loggers you can. Don’t approach a tree that has already been cut half way through. without alerting all the loggers you can. Don’t approach a tree that has already been cut half way through. without alerting all the loggers you can. Don’t approach a tree that has already been cut half way through. without alerting all the loggers you can. Don’t approach a tree that has already been cut half way through.         

Breaks During Hiking Breaks During Hiking Breaks During Hiking Breaks During Hiking     

If a group is hiking on a roadIf a group is hiking on a roadIf a group is hiking on a roadIf a group is hiking on a road    and needs to rest, go off of the road at least far enough that you can’t be seen. and needs to rest, go off of the road at least far enough that you can’t be seen. and needs to rest, go off of the road at least far enough that you can’t be seen. and needs to rest, go off of the road at least far enough that you can’t be seen. 
Sometimes you can’t hear a vehicle coming until it pops around the corner. Keep an eye on the road if Sometimes you can’t hear a vehicle coming until it pops around the corner. Keep an eye on the road if Sometimes you can’t hear a vehicle coming until it pops around the corner. Keep an eye on the road if Sometimes you can’t hear a vehicle coming until it pops around the corner. Keep an eye on the road if 
possible, someone could walk by without being heard. If you are travelipossible, someone could walk by without being heard. If you are travelipossible, someone could walk by without being heard. If you are travelipossible, someone could walk by without being heard. If you are traveling during the day its good to stay in ng during the day its good to stay in ng during the day its good to stay in ng during the day its good to stay in 
the shade while resting so you are less visible.the shade while resting so you are less visible.the shade while resting so you are less visible.the shade while resting so you are less visible.    

Responding to Suspicious NoiseResponding to Suspicious NoiseResponding to Suspicious NoiseResponding to Suspicious Noise    

Occasionally someone will alert the group to be silent because of a suspicious noise like an engine or Occasionally someone will alert the group to be silent because of a suspicious noise like an engine or Occasionally someone will alert the group to be silent because of a suspicious noise like an engine or Occasionally someone will alert the group to be silent because of a suspicious noise like an engine or 
footsteps. At this point everyone sfootsteps. At this point everyone sfootsteps. At this point everyone sfootsteps. At this point everyone stops making noise and listens. Sometimes people get off of the road if tops making noise and listens. Sometimes people get off of the road if tops making noise and listens. Sometimes people get off of the road if tops making noise and listens. Sometimes people get off of the road if 
they’re not sure what the noise is or if it turns out to be a vehicle. If it is a vehicle, everyone jumps off the road they’re not sure what the noise is or if it turns out to be a vehicle. If it is a vehicle, everyone jumps off the road they’re not sure what the noise is or if it turns out to be a vehicle. If it is a vehicle, everyone jumps off the road they’re not sure what the noise is or if it turns out to be a vehicle. If it is a vehicle, everyone jumps off the road 
where they can’t be seen. This is called “ditching”.where they can’t be seen. This is called “ditching”.where they can’t be seen. This is called “ditching”.where they can’t be seen. This is called “ditching”.    It’s good to It’s good to It’s good to It’s good to remain within earshot or radio contact of the remain within earshot or radio contact of the remain within earshot or radio contact of the remain within earshot or radio contact of the 
rest of the group. That way you can warn the group if you spot someone or get chased.rest of the group. That way you can warn the group if you spot someone or get chased.rest of the group. That way you can warn the group if you spot someone or get chased.rest of the group. That way you can warn the group if you spot someone or get chased.        

Ditching and HidingDitching and HidingDitching and HidingDitching and Hiding        

• It helps the group to discuss before the hike if/how you plan to ditch. It helps the group to discuss before the hike if/how you plan to ditch. It helps the group to discuss before the hike if/how you plan to ditch. It helps the group to discuss before the hike if/how you plan to ditch.     
• You can scan the sides of the road while you’re hiking to maintain awareness of the ease or difficulty You can scan the sides of the road while you’re hiking to maintain awareness of the ease or difficulty You can scan the sides of the road while you’re hiking to maintain awareness of the ease or difficulty You can scan the sides of the road while you’re hiking to maintain awareness of the ease or difficulty 

of ditching . of ditching . of ditching . of ditching .     
• Sometimes it is more dangerous to ditch than to stay on the road due to cliffs and scree slopes. Sometimes it is more dangerous to ditch than to stay on the road due to cliffs and scree slopes. Sometimes it is more dangerous to ditch than to stay on the road due to cliffs and scree slopes. Sometimes it is more dangerous to ditch than to stay on the road due to cliffs and scree slopes.     
• If you have been spotted before you can If you have been spotted before you can If you have been spotted before you can If you have been spotted before you can ditch, those who are slower or have heavy packs should go ditch, those who are slower or have heavy packs should go ditch, those who are slower or have heavy packs should go ditch, those who are slower or have heavy packs should go 

farther from the road than those who are able to maneuver easily. That way the more vulnerable farther from the road than those who are able to maneuver easily. That way the more vulnerable farther from the road than those who are able to maneuver easily. That way the more vulnerable farther from the road than those who are able to maneuver easily. That way the more vulnerable 
have a better chance of getting away. have a better chance of getting away. have a better chance of getting away. have a better chance of getting away.     

• When hiding, try to stay low and to scan your surroundings contiWhen hiding, try to stay low and to scan your surroundings contiWhen hiding, try to stay low and to scan your surroundings contiWhen hiding, try to stay low and to scan your surroundings continuously. If you are with others, nuously. If you are with others, nuously. If you are with others, nuously. If you are with others, 
each person can pick a direction to watch. Its good stay close each person can pick a direction to watch. Its good stay close each person can pick a direction to watch. Its good stay close each person can pick a direction to watch. Its good stay close enough to the road to know when enough to the road to know when enough to the road to know when enough to the road to know when 
the threat has passed.the threat has passed.the threat has passed.the threat has passed.    

                                        



GROUND MISSION 
By Gambit 

A thin scarA thin scarA thin scarA thin scar    

twotwotwotwo----andandandand----aaaa----half yards widehalf yards widehalf yards widehalf yards wide    

runs along a ridge.runs along a ridge.runs along a ridge.runs along a ridge.    

    

It is the It is the It is the It is the source of other scarssource of other scarssource of other scarssource of other scars    

gashes, burns, tears in the fabric of lifegashes, burns, tears in the fabric of lifegashes, burns, tears in the fabric of lifegashes, burns, tears in the fabric of life    

but tonight we stop the bleeding.but tonight we stop the bleeding.but tonight we stop the bleeding.but tonight we stop the bleeding.    

    

Our first stitchOur first stitchOur first stitchOur first stitch    

fallen redwood branches drug acrossfallen redwood branches drug acrossfallen redwood branches drug acrossfallen redwood branches drug across    

not impassable, but nuisancicalnot impassable, but nuisancicalnot impassable, but nuisancicalnot impassable, but nuisancical    

to anything on wheels.to anything on wheels.to anything on wheels.to anything on wheels.    

    

Our second stitchOur second stitchOur second stitchOur second stitch    

fallenfallenfallenfallen    alders, stacked in pyramidalders, stacked in pyramidalders, stacked in pyramidalders, stacked in pyramid    

impassable without chainsawsimpassable without chainsawsimpassable without chainsawsimpassable without chainsaws    

and/or elbow grease.and/or elbow grease.and/or elbow grease.and/or elbow grease.    

    

    



    

Our third stitchOur third stitchOur third stitchOur third stitch    

big snag, highly unstablebig snag, highly unstablebig snag, highly unstablebig snag, highly unstable    

four hands can topple overfour hands can topple overfour hands can topple overfour hands can topple over    

big truck must pull away.big truck must pull away.big truck must pull away.big truck must pull away.    

    

Our fourth stitchOur fourth stitchOur fourth stitchOur fourth stitch    

big section of corrugated steel pipe.big section of corrugated steel pipe.big section of corrugated steel pipe.big section of corrugated steel pipe.    

“timeless artifact”, “timeless artifact”, “timeless artifact”, “timeless artifact”, “fucking pollution”“fucking pollution”“fucking pollution”“fucking pollution”    

truck rope and pulleys required to return ittruck rope and pulleys required to return ittruck rope and pulleys required to return ittruck rope and pulleys required to return it    

to those who had strewn it,to those who had strewn it,to those who had strewn it,to those who had strewn it,    

smugly bisecting the narrow scarsmugly bisecting the narrow scarsmugly bisecting the narrow scarsmugly bisecting the narrow scar    

and reminding them, “leave no trace.”and reminding them, “leave no trace.”and reminding them, “leave no trace.”and reminding them, “leave no trace.”    

    

Our last stitchOur last stitchOur last stitchOur last stitch    

a Ua Ua Ua U----lock that somebody brought.lock that somebody brought.lock that somebody brought.lock that somebody brought.    

and let’s cut this barb wire.and let’s cut this barb wire.and let’s cut this barb wire.and let’s cut this barb wire.    

hey, fuck it,hey, fuck it,hey, fuck it,hey, fuck it,    why not?why not?why not?why not?    

    

So even if mother Earth won’t rest in peaceSo even if mother Earth won’t rest in peaceSo even if mother Earth won’t rest in peaceSo even if mother Earth won’t rest in peace    

a few owls and bears can take heart that at leasta few owls and bears can take heart that at leasta few owls and bears can take heart that at leasta few owls and bears can take heart that at least    

a few canopy ninjas came down from the treesa few canopy ninjas came down from the treesa few canopy ninjas came down from the treesa few canopy ninjas came down from the trees    

and spent one moonlit night playin’ doctor.and spent one moonlit night playin’ doctor.and spent one moonlit night playin’ doctor.and spent one moonlit night playin’ doctor.    

 
 



CUTTENCUTTENCUTTENCUTTEN by Gambitby Gambitby Gambitby Gambit    

In Cutten did the elves of EarthIn Cutten did the elves of EarthIn Cutten did the elves of EarthIn Cutten did the elves of Earth    

aaaa    village in the trees proclaim.village in the trees proclaim.village in the trees proclaim.village in the trees proclaim.    

Where Capricorns and sprites elopedWhere Capricorns and sprites elopedWhere Capricorns and sprites elopedWhere Capricorns and sprites eloped    

on platforms tied with truckers’ ropeon platforms tied with truckers’ ropeon platforms tied with truckers’ ropeon platforms tied with truckers’ rope    

and Sparklight’s wounded came with hopeand Sparklight’s wounded came with hopeand Sparklight’s wounded came with hopeand Sparklight’s wounded came with hope    

to love the trees and keep their names.to love the trees and keep their names.to love the trees and keep their names.to love the trees and keep their names.    

    

Through seven thousand wooded, meadowed acresThrough seven thousand wooded, meadowed acresThrough seven thousand wooded, meadowed acresThrough seven thousand wooded, meadowed acres    

ofofofof    stolen land the loose traverses laystolen land the loose traverses laystolen land the loose traverses laystolen land the loose traverses lay    

then reached the toasted city by the baythen reached the toasted city by the baythen reached the toasted city by the baythen reached the toasted city by the bay    

and ended with a message for the Takers.and ended with a message for the Takers.and ended with a message for the Takers.and ended with a message for the Takers.    

    

A sweet and spritely driver from afarA sweet and spritely driver from afarA sweet and spritely driver from afarA sweet and spritely driver from afar    

beholds this message, screams, and stops the carbeholds this message, screams, and stops the carbeholds this message, screams, and stops the carbeholds this message, screams, and stops the car    

her spark explodes, the fragments of its jarher spark explodes, the fragments of its jarher spark explodes, the fragments of its jarher spark explodes, the fragments of its jar    

laylaylaylay    strewn like civil plastic ‘cross the highway.strewn like civil plastic ‘cross the highway.strewn like civil plastic ‘cross the highway.strewn like civil plastic ‘cross the highway.    

An infusion of energy trees have not foreseenAn infusion of energy trees have not foreseenAn infusion of energy trees have not foreseenAn infusion of energy trees have not foreseen    

but humble, dispersed: the forest needs no queen.but humble, dispersed: the forest needs no queen.but humble, dispersed: the forest needs no queen.but humble, dispersed: the forest needs no queen.    

We’ve built ourselves a brandWe’ve built ourselves a brandWe’ve built ourselves a brandWe’ve built ourselves a brand----new lifenew lifenew lifenew life----machinemachinemachinemachine    

complete with sexy sojourns through the skyway.complete with sexy sojourns through the skyway.complete with sexy sojourns through the skyway.complete with sexy sojourns through the skyway.    

    



Komodos in a khrKomodos in a khrKomodos in a khrKomodos in a khrome korvetteome korvetteome korvetteome korvette    

in chronic visions plagued my eyes.in chronic visions plagued my eyes.in chronic visions plagued my eyes.in chronic visions plagued my eyes.    

They said, you know our fathers’ bet:They said, you know our fathers’ bet:They said, you know our fathers’ bet:They said, you know our fathers’ bet:    

devour everything, and letdevour everything, and letdevour everything, and letdevour everything, and let    

the Earth regrow, but they’d forgetthe Earth regrow, but they’d forgetthe Earth regrow, but they’d forgetthe Earth regrow, but they’d forget    

to watch for fire from the skies.to watch for fire from the skies.to watch for fire from the skies.to watch for fire from the skies.    

    

But we awake from cryptic dreamsBut we awake from cryptic dreamsBut we awake from cryptic dreamsBut we awake from cryptic dreams    

to brutal sounds of men’s machines,to brutal sounds of men’s machines,to brutal sounds of men’s machines,to brutal sounds of men’s machines,    

battle stations, check the scenebattle stations, check the scenebattle stations, check the scenebattle stations, check the scene    

the undefended fall, she screamsthe undefended fall, she screamsthe undefended fall, she screamsthe undefended fall, she screams    

the elves and men stand mesmerized.the elves and men stand mesmerized.the elves and men stand mesmerized.the elves and men stand mesmerized.    

    

Could I invoke as constantCould I invoke as constantCould I invoke as constantCould I invoke as constant    

their cries within my heart?their cries within my heart?their cries within my heart?their cries within my heart?    

I’d think not of the weak emotions,I’d think not of the weak emotions,I’d think not of the weak emotions,I’d think not of the weak emotions,    

nor of science, nor of art…nor of science, nor of art…nor of science, nor of art…nor of science, nor of art…    

    

But I would join that tribe of eBut I would join that tribe of eBut I would join that tribe of eBut I would join that tribe of elveslveslveslves    

with darkened hearts and darkened maskswith darkened hearts and darkened maskswith darkened hearts and darkened maskswith darkened hearts and darkened masks    

and none who heard would know our names,and none who heard would know our names,and none who heard would know our names,and none who heard would know our names,    

they’d know us by collapsing cranesthey’d know us by collapsing cranesthey’d know us by collapsing cranesthey’d know us by collapsing cranes    

and sunken ships and hijacked planesand sunken ships and hijacked planesand sunken ships and hijacked planesand sunken ships and hijacked planes    

and skyscrapers awash in flamesand skyscrapers awash in flamesand skyscrapers awash in flamesand skyscrapers awash in flames    

affirming that which they had made themselves:affirming that which they had made themselves:affirming that which they had made themselves:affirming that which they had made themselves:    

a lockeda lockeda lockeda locked----up brotheup brotheup brotheup brother’s final list of tasks.r’s final list of tasks.r’s final list of tasks.r’s final list of tasks.    

    

Perhaps in future, far from nowPerhaps in future, far from nowPerhaps in future, far from nowPerhaps in future, far from now    



CCCContact Gambit thru his blog: ontact Gambit thru his blog: ontact Gambit thru his blog: ontact Gambit thru his blog: 

past burnedpast burnedpast burnedpast burned----out hulks of cars and cowsout hulks of cars and cowsout hulks of cars and cowsout hulks of cars and cows    

a spiritually driven crowda spiritually driven crowda spiritually driven crowda spiritually driven crowd    

will hike through redwoods large and small.will hike through redwoods large and small.will hike through redwoods large and small.will hike through redwoods large and small.    

    

They’ll see remains of old rope shelvesThey’ll see remains of old rope shelvesThey’ll see remains of old rope shelvesThey’ll see remains of old rope shelves    

among the owls, and thank the Elvesamong the owls, and thank the Elvesamong the owls, and thank the Elvesamong the owls, and thank the Elves    

andandandand    listen close, and ask themselveslisten close, and ask themselveslisten close, and ask themselveslisten close, and ask themselves    

in anyone still heard our call.in anyone still heard our call.in anyone still heard our call.in anyone still heard our call.    

    

They’ll stand below old truckers’ ropeThey’ll stand below old truckers’ ropeThey’ll stand below old truckers’ ropeThey’ll stand below old truckers’ rope    

where saintly sprites would once elopewhere saintly sprites would once elopewhere saintly sprites would once elopewhere saintly sprites would once elope    

“with nothing much but life and hope,“with nothing much but life and hope,“with nothing much but life and hope,“with nothing much but life and hope,    

this grove was saved before the Fall.”this grove was saved before the Fall.”this grove was saved before the Fall.”this grove was saved before the Fall.”    

 

ontact Gambit thru his blog: ontact Gambit thru his blog: ontact Gambit thru his blog: ontact Gambit thru his blog: cascadiacanopyadventures.blogspot.comcascadiacanopyadventures.blogspot.comcascadiacanopyadventures.blogspot.comcascadiacanopyadventures.blogspot.com

    

cascadiacanopyadventures.blogspot.comcascadiacanopyadventures.blogspot.comcascadiacanopyadventures.blogspot.comcascadiacanopyadventures.blogspot.com

    

    



From Buck’s Journal:From Buck’s Journal:From Buck’s Journal:From Buck’s Journal:    

It was a while later when I met hostile suburbanites (though hostile doesn't quite describe them). I 

was in a tree called Nautica, which is very close to the houses and directly above the site of the kinky flat bed 

truck sex. It was around eleven pm on a Tuesday night and I was almost completely asleep. I usually wake up 

and go to bed with the sun when I'm in a tree. It was a cold night and I had my sleeping bag up to my ears 

and my bivy sack over my head and was just beginning to drift into a dream when I heard a loud  

 “WAKE UP!”  

 I pushed the tarp back to see a white SUV parked at the base of the tree and half a dozen bros circled 

around it drinking Natty Lite and being rowdy.  

 “...what do you want?” I stuttered groggily off the platform.  

 The reply came with a bizarre southern twang that faded in and out from word to word,  

 “Hey tree! I want you to suck my dick... I know all you tree sitters is all gay for each other.”   

 “Oh yeah... and you have to suck my homey's dick too!”  

 I wasn't sure quite how to respond to this. I assumed it was some homophobic insult, but the logic 

behind it was beyond me. What about tree sitting made them assume we was all gay for each other? What 

about them demanding I give them head made me gay? And especially: What motivated them to spend their 

Tuesday night trying to get tree sitters to perform oral sex on them?  

 I cordially replied:  

 “I would be happy to suck all your dicks if you can climb up this tree.”   

 Without a word they got back in their car and drove away.  

Buck’s youtube show can be seen at: youtube.com/user/buckscanopycooking OR canopycookingheroes 

 



HOW CAN I HELP? 
Update 5/15: Summer operating season is upon us, meaning GD can bring in 

heavy machinery whenever the roads are dry. Two villages are currently 

occupied in the canopy protecting two beautiful, unique groves. Here are ways 

to get involved: 

---Tree-sitting!!! 

More canopy ninjas are always needed to put their bodies 

between trees and chainsaws. EF!Hum will train you to climb, 

rappel and traverse and make sure you have all you need. 

---resupply 

Tree-sitters need food, water, climbing gear, outdoor gear, and 

LOTS OF ROPE. Call us if you have this stuff, or want to help 

bring it out. Rides out to the woods are also needed.  

---HIKE ‘N’ BIKE! 

Directions to the McKay are on our website. If you live nearby, 

check out this beautiful area on foot, bike, or horse. Feel free to 

bring snacks for tree-sitters with you. 

---Politicking 

Call the Humboldt Board of Supervisors at 707 476-2390 and 

express your outrage at their atrocious development plan. Or 

call each individually, they might take your calls. Take it to the 

state and/or federal level if you believe in that kind of stuff. 

---CALL the GD 

Call GD at (206) 224-5800 or locally at (707) 268-3000. 

Demand they reveal their intentions about the McKay. Express 

mucho outrage. They probably won’t listen but it sure is fun! 

---CONTACT US! 

Hook up with your local chapter of Earth First! 

It might be us!!! We can be reached by calling 707-834-5170 or 

through our website: efhumboldt.org.  


